Press Text - Universal Rhythm Blasters at Work - “Windfire“
What do Tom Waits, Aphex Twin, Tinariwen and Portishead have in common?
Every one of them is an elementary inspiration for Georg Edlinger's Rhythm Blasters
at Work - “Windfire”.
The new CD is a perfect mix of electicism and authenticity. A new form of
sophisticated mainstream. It is a statement from a versatile and great artist. This
music grooves, swings and creates images full of atmosphere and overwhelming
plasticity. It is the perfect tune to get out of bed in the morning or to just chill out.
The Album describes a fantastic journey of a so called “Sailor” through the real world.
With somnabulistic security Georg Edlinger holds the steering wheel in one hand
while the sticks explode through pure energy in the other. The “sailor” travels from
“African Steps”, “Fall Light”, “Turning Motion” to “Space Fly” before he regains solid
floor under his dancing feet with “Sky Trip”.
After this rhythmic, vibrating and melodic trip the imaginative thoughts move to
“Crashdown” and “Returning Move”. After that they rotate to “Eastside”, to end in a
fulminant “Windfire”, which the CD is named after.
Georg Edlinger also got the brilliant producers Harry Jen, Errol Dix and A. Eicher on
board. In almost two years they created a clubready Independence Album with
Edlinger's own compositions an lyrics. Universal Rhythm Blasters at Work “Windfire” also features the artists Louis Sanou, Dog G., Nwanma, T. Pichler and V.
Kaegerer. After several CD releases Georg Edlinger sails as an author, lecturer,
musician, endorser, drummer and percussionist in various formations into the
“Windfire”. With this he presents a Pop Album that is ready for the radio and wanders
along stylistic borders. Ahoy!
11 tracks by 11 artists - release 11. 11. 2011 - 11 numerology – sin and transgression….
UNIVERSAL RHYTHM BLASTERS AT WORK – “Windfire” - Electro Beats - Percussion &
Words - A Trip Across the World. Percussionist & Drummer Georg Edlinger in cooperation with
DJs and Producers Errol Dix, Harry Jen, A. Eicher and groovy Artists Louis Sanou, T. Pichler,
Dog G., Nwanma, V. Kagerer.
Give the beat a chance - Let's make it dance - Make wind and give it fire!
Compositions & Lyrics: Georg Edlinger / Arrangement: Errol Dix - Harry Jen - A. Eicher
Recorded: cwm-music
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